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The Watson House, Samford, Australia 2003, is a house and artist studio on 5 acres of land, 
25 kilometres northwest of Brisbane, Australia. Although the horseshoe figure of its plan is not 
available to us from the ground, it is clear that a figure informs the plan. It allows us to understand 
aspects of the form. We can, for example, clearly understand the relationship between the concave 
and convex sides of the house as we move through and around it.  Our knowledge of the plan as a 
figure however, does not allow us to predict our experience. We can imagine the house as though 
we were looking at it from the air. The first view of the house when it comes into view by car is an 
oblique aerial view.  The figural plan serves to enrich our overall experience, by contextualizing 
what we can see without making the house predictable. Our conceptual understanding of the 
house as a singular, stable and complete form is set against our actual experience of the house as 
a dynamic changing form. The mural of a horse emblazoned on the end wall facing the street pre-







The site is a fragment within a larger open landscape that falls to a creek and is enclosed by a 
blanket of trees and surrounding mountain ranges. The house is located at the highest part of the 
site. One side faces the road, the other overlooks the landscape. The house has a simple diagram. 
The plan is the figure of an incomplete horseshoe. The house is uniformly one room deep and 
divided into eight segments. Two segments are left open to form an entry deck. The other six 
contain the kitchen, dining, living and study, on one side of the deck; the bedroom and bath on the 
other. In addition, the form of the building creates an entry/service courtyard on the inside (concave 
side) and encloses a veranda overlooking the landscape on the outside (convex side).  
 
FORM/COMPOSITION 
The house has a simple form that is immediately legible from a distance in all directions. It reads as 
singular object placed in the landscape and then eroded (or rather cut away) in order to allow the 
interior to engage with exterior. The composition of elevations reinforces the ambiguous scale of 
the building, which disassociates it from the surrounding houses and enhances its connection to 
the landscape. From the road, the house appears to be stepped into the landscape. On this side 
there are no significant openings in the outside (end) walls.  The plan form of the courtyard, 
however allows the volume of this space to be read as single vertical opening framed by the two 
end walls in elevation. From the creek, the form of the building appears to hover above the ground. 
The volume of the verandah is expressed in the elevation as a single horizontal opening, framed by 
the edges of the elevation and a continuous deep parapet. On this side the composition reinforces 
the form of building.  
 
LANDSCAPE 
The experience of landscape is orchestrated around the courtyard and veranda that create two 
distinct landscape relationships. The courtyard has an immediate and at times intimate connection 
to the site. The external space is enclosed and lined as an interior. Although this enclosure is not 
complete, the strength of the plan form, allows us to imagine the form of this space. The courtyard 
is terraced and occupied by three small water tanks and a single significant tree. Views in and out 
are framed by the vertical edges of the end walls, the sides of the deck and the columns supporting 
the roof. In contrast the veranda responds to a larger and more distant view. Space is neither 
contained nor framed. Although the volume of the space is enclosed within the form of building and 
framed in elevation, the convex shape of the plan ensures that the position of the viewing subject is 
always in front of the vertical edges of the building. In this way the interior is thus experienced as 
an exterior. 
